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Spread the word far and wide.

Back at the beginning of 2019, I predicted that

there would be a link between 5G and a fake virus,

hey presto! The area that is the epicentre of the so

called virus is the same area that has reportedly

been the province that 5G was rolled out with 

base stations.

https://www.allkpop.com/…/wuhan-was-the-

province-where-5g…/…

Then we have the company Huawei offering to

help combat the so called virus with their 5G base

stations. I hope people wake up to this fraud that

is being played out with Agenda 20/30 in mind, this

is no joke.

https://www.gizchina.com/…/huawei-coronavirus-

5g-base-sta…/…

Fake pandemics:
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https://www.facebook.com/groups/794657180557181/

5G Mass

Action: https://www.facebook.com/groups/103607877050676/

The area in which the outbreak occurred in Wuhan

has a lab.

The Wuhan National Biosafety Laboratory is

the only lab in China designated for studying

dangerous pathogens, which indicates a

possible man made element. In other words,

they can isolate cells and inject foreign cells

into humans via vaccines.

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/health/article-

7922379/Chinas-lab-studying-SARS-Ebola-

Wuhan-outbreaks-center.html?

fbclid=IwAR0jIhPlQSsSYn2JkWCT9I_ThnwA4dqNOpBJNCjrJwtPdorOSX8

I documented a company called InOvio about eight
years ago.

This same company have just been given 9 million

dollars to come up with a vaccine for corona virus.

They claim they were able to do so in two hours!

Local Biotech Company
Developing Coronavirus Vaccine

A San Diego biotech
company just received
a $9 million grant to
develop a vaccine for
the coronavirus. Inovio
Pharmaceuticals

received a grant from the Coalition for Epidemic
Preparedness Innovations (CEPI). The grant builds on
Inovio’s existing partnership with CEPI, in which the
company was granted in April 2018 an award of up
to $56 million to develop vaccines for…

NBC 7 S Di
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The fact that they can claim to have a vaccine for a

non existent virus in two hours proves that it is all

fake. 

https://www.nbcsandiego.com/news/local/local-

biotech-company-developing-coronavirus-

vaccine/2250034/

INOVIO

The pioneer of DNA vaccinations is a man called Dr

Weiner. This is the same man involved in the Zika

vaccine.

In 2000 Dr Kim and Dr Weiner began a company

called InOvio, they first had a company called VGX.

 Dr Joseph Kim,  teamed up with his university

lecturer called Professor Weiner, who is the

leading DNA technology inventor, created a few

companies one was called Inovio, in which the

Professor was the chairman.

The DNA technology was first used on pigs, to

make pigs breed at a younger age

.Dr Kim was funded by Merck for his education, he

produced something called PCV2 which is Porcine

Circovirus, they were working on a veterinary drug

that would help pigs escape a wasting disease.

So this was evaluated by the Dept of Homeland

Security and Plum Island animal research, this DNA

plasma for pigs had approval in 2005, in 2009, the

swine flu vaccines were filing for a patent.

 

https://www.vigiliae.org/virus-link-to-5g/chrome_ihgyuueunl/
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In 2009 Dr Kim’s company was filing with FDA to

start trials on humans for the swine flu.

Dr Kim has many Merck Insiders on his board.

They created PCV1 and 2, which is Pig DNA.

Later on PVC1 and PCV2 were discovered in

vaccines such as Gardasil, Rotatec and Rotarix.

A couple of years after they were given the patent

for this pig DNA vaccine using PCV2 that same

ingredient was found to be in Merck’s Rotarix

vaccine for diarrhoea and GSK vaccine Rotateq for

diarrhoea.

Now how does pig virus magically turn up in a

vaccine for diarrhoea?It doesn’t! It gets put there.

And what is unbelievable is that even though both

vaccines were suspended and it transpired that all

the vaccines for 2 years had been contaminated ,

the FDA suspended them for a few months then

let them carry on.(The Information about the two

drugs being suspended was found on the

Medworm website and the article was written by

Dr Kim).

Reports are now claiming that the coronavirus is

linked to seafood after many people were reported

to have contracted coronavirus from a seafood,  27

(66%) of 41 patients had been exposed to Huanan

seafood market.

 https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-

6736(20)30183-5/fulltext?

fbclid=IwAR0Xe8TbDNKIeQzt9RyrJx3cBG_3K_lzvcO0VpEyGclmMXFxD44Dw

It has long been established that seafood in the

area is fed on pig waste.

https://abcnews.go.com/Business/consumers-

eating-feces-tainted-shrimp-fish-seafood-

asia/story?

id=17491264&fbclid=IwAR1z3mxc7LXhEMnRj3pno5X3MStzO3IDuajsC7vdT

https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(20)30183-5/fulltext?fbclid=IwAR0Xe8TbDNKIeQzt9RyrJx3cBG_3K_lzvcO0VpEyGclmMXFxD44DwAzLcNg
https://abcnews.go.com/Business/consumers-eating-feces-tainted-shrimp-fish-seafood-asia/story?id=17491264&fbclid=IwAR1z3mxc7LXhEMnRj3pno5X3MStzO3IDuajsC7vdTNSSpultF3Uo7fjYVbY
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In early 2013, some 16,000 dead pigs (including

corpses infected by porcine circovirus) ( which is

really pig DNA)floated to Shanghai along the

Huangpu river – a grisly sight that raised public

concern about both unethical agricultural practices

and water contamination.

https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2018/aug/31/eutrophication-

algae-how-animal-waste-is-turning-chinas-lakes-

green

China has concentrated its industry on pigs in the

area

too. https://www.globalmeatnews.com/Article/2018/07/05/Wuhan-

pig-farms-to-organise-China-s-pork-industry

 

Prof Weiner is not only the worlds DNA

technology expert but he is also a special

employee and adviser to the FDA.

This shows the depths to the corruption of

this industry when an advisory to the

supposed regulatory body is also a

producer of vaccines that he advises on!

He has perfected a new method of giving these

DNA vaccines via Electroporation which is a electro

magnetic pulse that opens up the cells, injects

foreign DNA and then it closes.

The system has been stated by Molecular

Biologists to be unsafe as it could lead to death or

cancer.

They stated that only human antibody in genes is

safe.

This is the same action that 5G
technology uses in pulsed waves and the
corona virus was reported to have
started in an area in China that had
rolled out 5G technology!

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2013/mar/29/dead-pigs-china-water-supply
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2018/aug/31/eutrophication-algae-how-animal-waste-is-turning-chinas-lakes-green
https://www.globalmeatnews.com/Article/2018/07/05/Wuhan-pig-farms-to-organise-China-s-pork-industry
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So we can see how geneticists using

scientists are tampering with the building

blocks of our existence and what is

disturbing is that Prof Wiener is a HIV

pioneer and we know that soon after the

Polio vaccines were given to millions in

Africa that HIV emerged.

They have perfected the art of injecting

animal or bird DNA into human

chromosomes which alters our DNA and

causes things like haemorrhaging, fever,

cancers and even death.

 

Weiner was highly involved in the Zika vaccine.

It appears that they used the genetically modified

Mosquitoes which had been irradiated and have

had their genes changed so they can’t live to

adulthood, they infect a mossy with gonad

chomping parasite, which then  affects a high

proportion of insects and changes the sex of many,

introducing anti biotic makes every male offspring

transgender,they are making vaccines from these

insect cell lines,this is what they are going to be

using in the DNA vaccines, what if this was used

with electroporation into human genes?

So here is a company heavily involved in

experimenting on fake pandemics and fake viruses

for many years, now been given the go ahead to

produce the corona virus vaccine!

At this point, I would like to turn your attention to

his partner, Dr Weiner.

An advisor to GSK, Pfizer and other Pharma giants,

 he is also a special employee and advisor to the

FDA and the NIH grant review process. 
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No wonder then, how Inovio was given a 28

million dollar grant by the NIH to develop its

genetically modified DNA based monoclonal

antibodies and its new process

of electroporation.

This is the process by which the very first

genetically modified virus was used in this case, it

was on pigs.

In 2006 VGX were providing HIV vaccines in

Africa.

In 2008, VGX, which is also owned by Inovio,

went into an arrangement to manufacture

DNA plasmid for human use.

In 2009, Inovio filed a IND with FDA to start

trials on humans with a DNA vaccine for

H5N1.

Their lead drug for Swine flu was licensed in

2009.

In 2010, 8 different plasmids  were

produced in a study provided by the

Defence threat Reduction Agency of the

DoD.

In 2011 they were working with Homeland

security on Foot and mouth disease.

New strains of foot and mouth disease

began in 2012 in USA.

Under a research and development agreement,

they were working with US Dept of homeland

security and Plum Island Animal disease centre.
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They were then given the go ahead to produce not

only the Ebola vaccines but also the new novel

method to administer them.

Conflicts of Interest

The Wistar Institute were given 9 million

dollars to advance a coronavirus vaccine,

the institute has Weiner as the executive

vice president, who,s company will then

make a profit from the vaccine.

THE METHOD

Electroporation

This is a pulsed electrical current applied to local

tissue to allow the cell to have holes in it to allow

just enough synthetic DNA  to enter, then the

pulse stops and the cell closes, the problem here is

that according to studies, a manuscript in

Molecular therapy with references from 74

separate articles written in 2004, concludes that

the use of gene transfer using electroporation

 should only be used with human antibodies

because problems could arise from cancer to

death.

 There is a brief explanation on how ‘recombinant

DNA technology’ can influence “A HOST’S DNA”

which is why this report was generated to begin

with, as it looked into the ‘then’ Soviet Union’s

capabilities at that time. A link here shows

that:https://gdsajj.wordpress.com/2009/11/

Recombinant DNA encompasses only one
area of genetic engineering; namely,
Biospecific biochemical and microbiological
to alter,relatively controlled and reasonably
predictable manner, the molecules that
encode the genetic characteristics of an

https://gdsajj.wordpress.com/2009/11/
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organism, and to introduce specifically
selected new set of genetic Instructions.

The specific molecular manipulations that

are made and the exact methods used to

make them can vary widely from one

recombinant DNA experiment to another.

The basic process,usually involves the Initial

isolation or synthesispecific set of

chemically identical nucleic acid molecules

(usually molecules are then

bonded…?) specially prepared vector

(carriers) that usually are plasmids.

bacteriophages, or other virus-like

infectious entities that can self-replicate

in appropriate host cells. After the

bonding has been completed, the modified

can be inserted into bacteria or other cells

that lave been prepared biochemically to

accept them. If the vectors have been

“constructed” appropriately, the piece of

initially selected DNA can give the

recipient new genetic instructions. For

Instance, the host cell might be given the

capability to synthesise an enzyme that

it previously could not make.

It goes on to state that:

This science is exactly what you would need for a

population reduction ‘PROGRAM’ using ‘mandated’

vaccine legislation! Poisoning the well i.e. GMO

food could also work well with this science

achieving population reduction quotas. Link

shown. https://gdsajj.wordpress.com/2009/11/

 

FOI

document https://www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/docs/DOC_000096974

https://gdsajj.wordpress.com/2009/11/
https://www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/docs/DOC_0000969741.pdf
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Beside the fact that Dr Kim has also served his five

year tenure as a member of  the Global Agenda

Council   of the World Economic Forum, which is

clearly  a  huge advocate of a one world global

government, attended by the world,s top 1000

corporations and involves  a network of

Government leaders.

 

We were informed via the mainstream media that

the only way to test for Ebola was for those tests

to be sent to UK/US labs, yet, a new piece of

equipment had  been produced that allowed those

tests to be achieved in minutes, but, this appears

to have been known and available since 2010, why

has it been suppressed by the medical profession,

it was part created by Wellcome, who are heavily

involved in the medical agenda being played out.

I think the evidence  gathered here brings a lot of

scientific, military, bio-companies  and government

 organisations into question on ethics and also on

their real agenda.http://www.hartford-

hwp.com/archives/45/298.html

 

 Inovio reportedly made the vaccine in 2

hours! 

So we can see how geneticists using scientists are

tampering with the building blocks of our

existence and what is disturbing is that Prof

Wiener is a HIV pioneer and we know that soon

after the Polio vaccines were given to millions in

Africa that HIV emerged.

http://www.hartford-hwp.com/archives/45/298.html
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They have perfected the art of injecting animal or

bird DNA into human chromosomes which alters

our DNA and causes things like haemorrhaging,

fever, cancers and even death.

Here’s how this con job goes and although it

repeats itself under different names, year after

year (Corona, HIV, AIDS, SARS, Ebola, Zika, Mad

cow etc etc) most of the uninformed public react

as programmed, simply because fear is PROVEN to

trigger a narrowing of the mind, a lowering of IQ, a

stimulation of the child ego (that looks for an adult

to save it) and a reflexive obedience toward

perceived authority.

The con job goes like this.

Step 1) poison the population purposely to create

disease that does not and would never occur

naturally

Step 2) parlay the purposely created disease as

being caused by something invisible, outside the

realm of control or knowledge of the average

person

Step 3) create a toxic vaccine or medication that

was always intended to further poison the

population into an early grave

Step 4) parlay the vaccine or medication poisoning

as PROOF the disease, which never existed, is

much worse than anticipated

Step 5) increase the initial poisoning, which is

marketed as a fake disease, and also increase the

vaccine and medication poisoning, to start piling

the bodies into the stratosphere

Step 6) repeat as many times as possible upon an

uninformed population because killing a

population this way (the art of having people line

up to kill themselves with poison……known as a

“soft kill” method) is the only legal way to make

sure such eugenic operations can be executed on

mass and in plain sight.

How convenient
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Prior to the coronavirus outbreak, 5G’s potential

for remote medical services was largely

theoretical, as carriers and practitioners spoke of

the future prospect of performing remote

surgeries or offering diagnoses to patients in far-

flung areas. The use of 5G communications to

enhance practitioner safety in circumstances such

as this, where a virus’ transmission characteristics

and other vectors remain unclear, is fairly new but

represents a highly practical test of the high-

bandwidth wireless

technology.https://venturebeat.com/2020/01/27/zte-

5g-gear-lets-chinas-experts-remotely-diagnose-

wuhan-coronavirus/

 5G technology also uses  the pulsed mechanism

of electroporation and  the outbreak is in the same

area that 5G is introduced? DNA damaging

vaccines will be introduced.

In Oct 2019 a Global Pandemic Exercise took place

involving the US CDC and the Chinese CDC which

focused on a Coronavirus from pigs. This was

hosted by the Gates  foundation.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vm1-

DnxRiPM&fbclid=IwAR1G1aQejmh9jSFZe2Cn7V3h1fMEPXDClrDwyzsyE6wV

https://venturebeat.com/2019/01/08/verizons-5g-keynote-at-ces-spotlights-media-drone-flights-and-health-partnerships/
https://venturebeat.com/2020/01/27/zte-5g-gear-lets-chinas-experts-remotely-diagnose-wuhan-coronavirus/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vm1-DnxRiPM&fbclid=IwAR1G1aQejmh9jSFZe2Cn7V3h1fMEPXDClrDwyzsyE6wVRloaRNuz5VExMAY&app=desktop
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This was called Event 201

The event claims that a coronavirus is started with

pigs and becomes a pandemic.

This patent was from a man they call the

‘Godfather’ of coronavirus, Ralph Baric,  this is

an extract from the 2002 patent.

https://patents.justia.com/patent/7279327

 

Subjects which may be administered or

treated by the viral particles or VLPs of

the present invention may be any

subject, generally vertebrates, for which

the viral particles or VLPs are infectious,

including but not limited to birds and

mammals such as pigs, mice, cows, and

humans).

STATEMENT OF FEDERAL SUPPORT

This invention was made possible with

government support under grant numbers

https://www.vigiliae.org/virus-link-to-5g/chrome_flijarchho/
https://patents.justia.com/patent/7279327
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AI23946 and GM63228 from the National Institutes

of Health. The United States government has

certain rights to this invention.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to methods of

producing recombinant nidovirus vectors,

particularly coronavirus vectors, and expressing

heterologous genes from said vectors.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Transmissible gastroenteritis (TGE) is an

economically important, acute enteric disease of

swine, which is often 100% fatal in newborn

piglets. 

Here is the same patent holder, Baric claiming

that the coronavirus is now being spread by

people with no symptoms at all! After claims that a

10 yr old  was tested positive with no symptoms.

“You may have mild disease spreaders that

would be feeding sort of a community

outbreak and they don’t go to hospital

because they don’t feel that bad,” said

Ralph Baric, professor of microbiology and

immunology at the Gillings School of Global

Public Health at the University of North

Carolina at Chapel Hill”

“That would be feeding sort of a community
outbreak?”

https://www.ndtv.com/world-news/coronavirus-10-

year-old-boy-raises-fears-coronavirus-could-

spread-undetected-2171886

A debate amongst scientists about the lab created

coronavirus also mentions Ralph Baric as being

https://www.ndtv.com/world-news/coronavirus-10-year-old-boy-raises-fears-coronavirus-could-spread-undetected-2171886
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involved. 

https://www.the-scientist.com/news-opinion/lab-

made-coronavirus-triggers-debate-34502?

archived_content=9BmGYHLCH6vLGNdd9YzYFAqV8S3Xw3L5

Baric also known to have filed a patent for a

Zika vaccine! 

https://www.dailytarheel.com/article/2019/02/zika-

patent-0211

How convenient! Now they can create the

pandemic and push the vaccine programme

even if you are not showing any signs! 

In the same article dated 30th January 2020 it

states:

As more cases of the new coronavirus

appear around the world, doctors and

medical research teams are rushing to try to

develop a vaccine or treatments that could

prevent its spread

The coronavirus may be used as a vaccine for

treating and/or preventing a disease, such as

infectious bronchitis, in a subject in the form of a

vaccine.

https://patents.justia.com/patent/10130701

(patent 2015)

https://www.vigiliae.org/virus-link-to-5g/chrome_edzg101v7a/
https://www.the-scientist.com/news-opinion/lab-made-coronavirus-triggers-debate-34502?archived_content=9BmGYHLCH6vLGNdd9YzYFAqV8S3Xw3L5
https://www.dailytarheel.com/article/2019/02/zika-patent-0211
https://patents.justia.com/patent/10130701
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The virus is owned by Pirbright Institute (formerly

the Institute for Animal Health) which is partially

owned by the Gates foundation. One of the other

owned is the  African swine fever virus, which is

listed as a “vaccine.” This is all about the

vaccines!

They  are using the techniques they have

developed to examine the neutralising

antibody responses generated by

candidate vaccines in research

supported by Innovate UK who are the

same agency who fund and support 5G in

the UK!https://www.pirbright.ac.uk/our-

science/livestock-viral-diseases/viral-

glycoproteins

Innovate UK pushing the 5G agenda

https://www.wired-

gov.net/wg/news.nsf/articles/Developing+5G+networks+across+the+globe

open

Innovate UK ran a competition in 2018 with a £15

million share out to any small businesses that

could produce vaccines for ‘epidemic’

potential’.https://apply-for-innovation-

funding.service.gov.uk/competition/166/overview

The competition states that “Total project costs can

be up to £2 million, including VAT. It must start by 1

September 2018 and can last up to 2 years.”

JUST IN TIME FOR 2020!

In Dec 2018, a new ‘not for profit’ organisation  was

created with  a  £66m investment called  Vaccine

Manufacturing and Innovation Centre UK Ltd

(VMIC). Costing 66 million and reportedly ready at

the end of 2012.

This organisation  was registered  by Professor

Adrian Hill of the University of Oxford Department

of Healthcare Science.

https://www.pirbright.ac.uk/our-science/livestock-viral-diseases/viral-glycoproteins
https://www.wired-gov.net/wg/news.nsf/articles/Developing+5G+networks+across+the+globe+apply+for+funding+25092019091000?open
https://apply-for-innovation-funding.service.gov.uk/competition/166/overview
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In 2014 his group led the first clinical trial of an

Ebola virus vaccine targeting the outbreak of

Ebola in West Africa.

Hill is with the Jenner Institute which has

partnered with Pirbright

Institute. https://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/bigideas/vaccine

for-ebola:-tackling-a-market-failure/7285468

So Pirbright Institute which has links to Gates and

was also an animal research facility has ties to Dr

Adrian Hill of the Jenner Institute. This is the man

who was involved in Ebola vaccine studies!

Innovate UK who are the agency who are pushing

the smart/5G agenda are also linked to Pirbright

and fund trials.

But here is the thing!

A WEEK BEFORE the first reports of the Corona

virus outbreak on 31st December 2019, this

organisation created a new company called VMIC

UK services Ltd.

https://www.vigiliae.org/virus-link-to-5g/chrome_ztut1l2trt/
http://www.ox.ac.uk/news/2014-09-17-first-volunteer-receives-new-ebola-vaccine-uk-trial
https://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/bigideas/vaccines-for-ebola:-tackling-a-market-failure/7285468
https://www.vigiliae.org/virus-link-to-5g/chrome_fgjogfztpb/
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Why would an English Institute have a patent

which will be used for a supposed ‘virus’ in China?

This is a patent number EP3172319B1  at  Pirbright

Institute in Surrey, England.(patent 2014) 

The application is granted on the 20th

November 2019 and the first case is claimed to

occur on the 31st December 2019.

 

The coronavirus may be used as a vaccine

for treating and/or preventing a disease,

such as infectious bronchitis, in a subject’. 

And the list of countries that are designated

contracting states.

 

https://patents.google.com/patent/EP3172319B1/de?inventor=Erica+Bickerton
https://www.vigiliae.org/virus-link-to-5g/chrome_afb0ztayrf/
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So why have all these countries recently as of
November 20th 2019, all agreed to a contract for
the coronavirus,  (take into account the fact that
the corona virus is built as a vaccine against
bronchitis) and why has it been claimed  in the
media that the vaccine was created in two hours
by InOvio?

 

Pirbright Institute has a list of stakeholders and

shareholders who include veterinary vaccine

manufacturers and other alphabet agencies

including World Health Animal health. The director,

Professor Bryan Charleston is also an animal

practise professional.

 

It is clear that this vaccine was created in a lab

in the UK some 6 years ago!

https://www.vigiliae.org/virus-link-to-5g/chrome_vgm9ewmfhn/
https://www.vigiliae.org/virus-link-to-5g/pinbright/
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So does the patented corona company have

links to vector technology?

 

Feb 2020 and Gilead have now declared that

Ebola drugs have been used on Corona virus!

https://www.vigiliae.org/virus-link-to-5g/83777902_3009534722464305_5471953579675746304_n/
https://www.vigiliae.org/virus-link-to-5g/chrome_x4fqkiouh4/
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https://www.nytimes.com/reuters/2020/02/01/business/31reuters-

health-china-gilead-sciences.html?

fbclid=IwAR2QabUv6o6k0v1NWWHMrxPVEBX5CeboOBX8IlCsMNfs6KCawh

 

 

In an even bigger twist to this story, the

Chinese reported in November 2019 that they

were working on nanobots, the size of a so

called virus!

 How very coincidental that the 5G technology

should be involved when the Chinese are

experimenting on delivering nanobots?

The article goes on to state that they were :

https://www.vigiliae.org/virus-link-to-5g/chrome_qfead6qkmh/
https://www.nytimes.com/reuters/2020/02/01/business/31reuters-health-china-gilead-sciences.html?fbclid=IwAR2QabUv6o6k0v1NWWHMrxPVEBX5CeboOBX8IlCsMNfs6KCawhT3XHztFlM
https://www.vigiliae.org/virus-link-to-5g/chrome_lqfo5onhpj/
https://www.vigiliae.org/virus-link-to-5g/chrome_9bhl2nupy4/
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Taking inspiration from self-driving cars, Li,

now a post-doctorate at Stanford University,

hopes autonomous movement might end

up being a solution. “We could set the route

to the precise site and the robots arrive

there autonomously,” he said.

https://www.scmp.com/tech/science-

research/article/3036602/nanorobots-track-

revolutionise-disease-treatment-making-1960s

 

Dr Zhou works at the Wuhan Institute of

virology and is involved with genetically

engineering immune

pathways. https://theduran.com/is-this-the-

man-behind-the-global-coronavirus-

pandemic/?

fbclid=IwAR1kW1mL6xbYVzE6D9Fnyrt6q03rqmBJ3ZS4_9CVNBIsRxrU-

tl2oPk9xtM

 

The surname “corona” refers to in all

cases developed laboratories and patented

vaccine viruses. “Spontaneous mutations” are  not

patented.

CEPI Involvement

According to reports, Coalition for Epidemic

Preparedness Innovations has granted Inovio, 9

million dollars to advance a vaccine for corona.

Previously, Inovio were advanced 56 million dollars

to advance  vaccines against Lassa fever and

Middle East Respiratory Syndrome.

So who are CEPI?

They call themselves a ‘global solution to a global

problem’ and the members are all of the usual

https://www.scmp.com/tech/science-research/article/3036602/nanorobots-track-revolutionise-disease-treatment-making-1960s
https://theduran.com/is-this-the-man-behind-the-global-coronavirus-pandemic/?fbclid=IwAR1kW1mL6xbYVzE6D9Fnyrt6q03rqmBJ3ZS4_9CVNBIsRxrU-tl2oPk9xtM
https://www-the--scientist-com.cdn.ampproject.org/v/s/www.the-scientist.com/news-opinion/lab-made-coronavirus-triggers-debate-34502/amp?amp_js_v=a2&amp_gsa=1&usqp=mq331AQCKAE%3D#aoh=15802120841853&referrer=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com&amp_tf=Van%20%251%24s&ampshare=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.the-scientist.com%2Fnews-opinion%2Flab-made-coronavirus-triggers-debate-34502
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culprits involved in past ‘money making, fear

induced false pandemics.’

CEPI is a Norwegian Association. The primary

governing body is the Board, which has 12 voting

members (four investors and eight independent

members representing competencies including

industry, global health, science, resource

mobilisation, finance) and five observers.

They have four Board Committees: Executive and

Investment, Compensation and Nomination, Audit

and Risk, and Equitable Access, with members of

our Board Committees are listed below. Other

Board members or experts may be called upon as

advisers or observers as needed.

Voting members include Peter Piot who was

supposedly the man who discovered Ebola.

Even the story of Ebola and its initial
discovery do not ring true.

Piot claims that he discovered Ebola in
Yambuku and decided to name if after the
nearest river some 60 miles away, yet Ebola
was not the nearest river. Ebola was
another lab created  bioweapon and the US
own the patent.

Other members include World bank, World Health

Organisation and the  Gates Foundation.

Very telling that it also has the Chinese Centre

for Disease Control and Prevention and US

Centre for Disease Control and Prevention as

well as FDA, NIH and various pharmaceutical

companies.

NOTE * Chinese CDC and US CDC both took part in

the ‘corona virus pandemic mock up’ in October

2019 *
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CEPI was founded in Davos by the governments of

Norway and India, the Bill & Melinda Gates

Foundation, the Wellcome Trust, and the World

Economic Forum. 

The CEO is the former director of BARDA ( U.S.

Biomedical Advanced Research and

Development  Authority (BARDA), part of the

HHS Office.

During the Zika ‘ fear mongering scam’ Takeda,

(who are also members of CEPI) were given $19.8

million to cover the vaccine development through

Phase 1, with potential funding of up to $312

million if ASPR/BARDA exercises all options to take

the vaccine through Phase 3

trials.https://www.takeda.com/newsroom/newsreleases/2016/Takeda-

to-develop-Zika-Vaccine-with-up-to-$312-million/

The director is an ex employee of the world bank.

Members of the Joint Coordination Group  have a

role in planning for rapid response to a priority

pathogen and they are from WHO, GAVI, EMA,

FDA, MSF, UNICEF, IFRC, AVAREF, NIBSC, and

Wellcome.https://cepi.net/about/whoweare/

 

CEPI has also received single-year investments

from the governments of Belgium and the UK. The

European Commission foresees substantial

financial contributions to support relevant

projects through its mechanisms.

GAVI

Global Alliance for vaccines and immunisations, 

GAVI to which the UK Govt is one of the biggest

donors, has on its governing board, many pharma

industry representatives, this group sets the price

for vaccines, stimulates needs and using public

https://www.takeda.com/newsroom/newsreleases/2016/Takeda-to-develop-Zika-Vaccine-with-up-to-$312-million/
https://cepi.net/about/whoweare/
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money and money from “donors” is highly involved

in the vaccine process.

The pharma industry sell vaccines to other

countries, which is paid for by GAVI. The pharma

companies can then collect that money back from

a special fund called the Advance Market

Commitment. So they can set the price of vaccines

involving the same companies that stand to profit,

a clear example of conflicts of interest.

Global health organisations like this are complicit

in ensuring corporate welfare at the expense of

the public and the public’s health!

The AMC is a special financing mechanism set up

in 2007 by Gavi and six donors (Italy, the United

Kingdom, Canada, the Russian Federation,

Norway, and the Bill & Melinda Gates

Foundation) to stimulate development of 

vaccines. 

It is clear that vaccine manufacturers, govt 

agencies and financial institutions are embedded

in a revolving door of a vast industry that is

constantly pushing the ‘pandemic’ button in the

hope of a world wide vaccine programme.

The Medicines and Healthcare products

Regulatory Agency (MHRA) is an executive

agency of the Department of Health and

operates as a government trading fund. The

Secretary of State for Health determines the

policy and financial framework within which

the Agency operates.

The corruption of this agency is well documented

here: https://www.modernghana.com/news/858966/the-

corrupt-unbalanced-british-healthcare-

system.html

 

 

https://www.modernghana.com/news/858966/the-corrupt-unbalanced-british-healthcare-system.html
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In the meantime, we have the The ID2020

Alliance.

Launched with an initial grant from the Rockefeller

Foundation.

Bill Gates is  a founding partner in another

company, this one is called the ID2020 Alliance,

and its goal is to give every human being on earth

a digital ID. How do they plan on accomplishing

this feat? By combining mandatory vaccinations

with implantable microchips. 

The ID2020 Alliance  is a digital identity program

that aims to “leverage immunisation” as a means

of inserting tiny microchips into people’s bodies. In

collaboration with GAVI.

 

Curious emblem? Very similar to this? 

 

https://id2020.org/alliance
https://www.biometricupdate.com/201909/id2020-and-partners-launch-program-to-provide-digital-id-with-vaccines
https://www.vigiliae.org/virus-link-to-5g/chrome_mbr6fk5mex/
https://www.vigiliae.org/virus-link-to-5g/chrome_mtqhugupbv/
https://www.vigiliae.org/virus-link-to-5g/nsst-26-01-20-coronavirus-nmsyupload/
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Put into perspective, Bill Gates is part owner

of the coronavirus vaccine via Pibright

Institute, he helped to create a pandemic

exercise with the Chinese CDC just a few

months before the reported ‘outbreak’ using

the same virus. 

He is involved with CEPI who are funding

the vaccine manufacture, GAVI who sets the

price for the vaccine and  ID2020 who will

use vaccines to microchip the public in line

with the UN,s agenda 20/30. This is then

https://www.vigiliae.org/virus-link-to-5g/chrome_3tty3xn8qc/
https://www.vigiliae.org/virus-link-to-5g/chrome_9o3ahg6vmr/
https://www.vigiliae.org/virus-link-to-5g/chrome_f3vtkm3zrb/
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passed onto the DNA vaccine company,

Inovio who have links to other vaccines that

were contaminated in the past, who claim

to have a vaccine in a very short time,

against all vaccine protocols.

This event is going to be used to forward the

agenda that is Agenda 20/30 and they lost no time

in creating this with the first case being reported

on  the 31st December 2019.

The ‘mock up’ scenario which is also funded by

Gates and  other globalists, goes on to express

how this event will create the very circumstances

that are needed to implement the UN,s policy of

complete control over future populations.

On 30th January 2019, the WHO declared the

corona virus to be international public health

emergency. 

In 2009, Professor Chossudovsky, a former

employee of WHO,exposed the corruption of the

WHO during the H1N1 flu campaign, he disclosed

that WHO is a political body and NOT a health

organisation.

Countries that are members are obligated under

treaty to instigate policy on a national level.

He revealed that the data to support the decision

to to call for a pandemic was fabricated by WHO.

They also discouraged independent testing and

exaggerated the occurrence and number of

deaths.

Big Pharmaceutical corporations advise WHO, they

are NOT to be trusted and neither is the media

who will push this fear mongering to make people

accept dangerous vaccines.

WHO officials have collaborated with drug firms to

create a campaign of panic and this time is no

different.

WHO has been extremely successful in raising

funds and is now receiving more than half of its
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yearly budget from private sources .

Bill Gates has for example given more than one

billion dollars to the WHO. Private funding of WHO

has brought WHO much closer to the

pharmaceutical industry.

The biggest enemy we have right now is our
acceptance of paternalism: the idea that
these organisations, and psychopathic
“leaders” are benevolent overlords

The hospital built in China, Huoshenshan Hospital,

which was modelled on a facility set up in China’s

capital, Beijing, in 2003 to help tackle an outbreak

of SARS, or Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome is a

prison!

When did you ever see a hospital with locks on the

outside and bars on the windows?

 

https://www.vigiliae.org/virus-link-to-5g/prison-3/
https://www.vigiliae.org/virus-link-to-5g/locks-on-doors/
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Update 6/02/20

 Pirbright Institute has a patent for corona which

has links to Gates and was also an animal research

facility and has ties to Dr Adrian Hill of the Jenner

Institute.

This is the man who was involved in Ebola vaccine

studies!

Innovate UK who are the agency who are pushing

the smart/5G agenda are also linked to Pirbright

and fund trials.

https://innovateuk.blog.gov.uk/2018/12/03/dramatic-

increase-in-the-uk-vaccine-capability/?

fbclid=IwAR1dIWmMDTuPLJWXu3ERR-

hDk6W1Mq0GafFsj-yqJ8GjaoK6YHryJbmggJY

 

 

In 2018, a new vaccine centre was set up called

Vaccines Manufacturing Innovation Centre with

Hill registering the new organisation, this was a

supposed not for profit company.

The centre will cost around £66m to build and is

scheduled to be up and running by the spring of

2022.https://www.vmicuk.com/

 

 This organisation has members who are involved

in the Pirbright Institute that is responsible for

creating the Corona virus.

Here is Adrian Hill discussing his links to Pirbright!

In this interview he discusses how Ebola vaccines

failed because they came after the ‘event’!

In this interview Hill mentions the partnership

between Jenner and Pirbright at 40 mins in.

https://innovateuk.blog.gov.uk/2018/12/03/dramatic-increase-in-the-uk-vaccine-capability/?fbclid=IwAR1dIWmMDTuPLJWXu3ERR-hDk6W1Mq0GafFsj-yqJ8GjaoK6YHryJbmggJY
https://www.vmicuk.com/
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https://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/bigideas/vaccines-

for-ebola:-tackling-a-market-failure/7285468

 

A WEEK BEFORE the first reports of the Corona

virus outbreak on 31st December 2019, this

organisation created a new company called VMIC

UK services Ltd.

An organisation, govt affiliated, that is supposedly’

not for profit’ for two years suddenly creates a

private company ?

One of the directors is Prof Robin Shattock 

is linked to Horizon 2020 who are the

biggest EU funding body pushing the smart

agenda.

The CEO of this new company is named Dr

Matthew Duchars  who is also the CEO of the UK’s

Vaccines Manufacturing Innovation Centre (VMIC)

not due to open until 2022.

So if its not due to be opened till 2022, why did
they create a private company a week before
Corona virus was mentioned?

Astonishingly, ebola vaccines have now

been given to ‘reported’ corona

victims!https://www.nytimes.com/reuters/2020/02/01/busine

https://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/bigideas/vaccines-for-ebola:-tackling-a-market-failure/7285468
https://www.vigiliae.org/virus-link-to-5g/chrome_fgjogfztpb-2/
https://www.nytimes.com/reuters/2020/02/01/business/31reuters-health-china-gilead-sciences.html?fbclid=IwAR2cuDm4sBkjyMcU0gkKPZkyoeGQ4ndF1Hax2bvcewDScL4yaqOTghSHMR4
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health-china-gilead-sciences.html?

fbclid=IwAR2cuDm4sBkjyMcU0gkKPZkyoeGQ4ndF1Hax2bvcew

 

It is no wonder they have called this virus

‘corona’ because this imagery has been

showcased  in every Olympic games ceremony

for decades.Here are such images that have been

shown during Olympic Games ceremonies.

 

Complete with cut out faces of all the people in the

world! 
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https://www.vigiliae.org/virus-link-to-5g/olympic-games-sun-worship-symbolism-2000-closing-ceremony-sun-ballon/
https://www.vigiliae.org/virus-link-to-5g/olympic-games-sun-worship-symbolism-2008-opeing-ceremony2/
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A Corona 
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A Corona virus image 

 

How many people are aware that the

epicentre of the reported ‘Corona’ virus, in

Wuhan, held an Olympic type games

ceremony just months before the reported

outbreak? Yes, exactly, probably none! All

kept very much quiet despite the extensive

and grandiose games.

https://www.vigiliae.org/virus-link-to-5g/corona2-en/
https://www.vigiliae.org/virus-link-to-5g/coronavirus_structure_getty_afp_cover_1024/
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This was the 7th Military World Games held

in Wuhan, the first time they had come out

of the barracks and in the public domain!

With attendance by 103 countries and an

opening ceremony that not only competed

with every Olympic games ceremony but

was a clear depiction of a military world

under the UN, yet no main stream media

even touched upon it!

This attunes to all my research showing the

mass media events such as opening and

closing ceremonies of other sporting events

being used to showcase their intentions and

Wuhan military games is NO exception. The

pictures speak for them selves, here is a link

to the opening

ceremony. https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=cKIfgkxaJSE

The 7th Military World Games was the first

international military multi-sport event to

be held in China and also it was the largest

military sports event ever to be held in

China, with nearly 10,000 athletes from over

100 countries competed in 27 sports.

 

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DcKIfgkxaJSE%26fbclid%3DIwAR2gcSUiU6PNO3P-pbcBTI9vHFFWg-klIve23Up9-a9fEspEhFUDYFMtpvo&h=AT0lv7UVMnpgaAFrxo07_anR4E_hfaLRvvsQiqbLJUHVM9cxF_OlOFQmwX1j7wvCucjio-WxBH3rv6teFKiTH7H8FJ2EM8ccMG0YMUg0S1029JCEkcnekaBByX8NmEb6VWGozP1Qvy8TxeqAXeXfQ5Xr7Xvo_sHzW7ss23f-Ct-kxH0
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Countries participating in the military games

 

5G also used at the event!

https://www.shine.cn/news/nation/1910184043/

Gilead have began testing  unapproved Ebola

vaccines in Wuhan even though it has never been

passed for any safety

requirements. https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/wuhan-

begins-human-trials-new-gilead-coronavirus-

vaccine

 

And the UK Government have given police in the

UK, unprecedented  powers to arrest people

anywhere they choose if they ”suspect” any person

or group of people have the virus.

https://www.vigiliae.org/virus-link-to-5g/chrome_jhuhpjwjix/
https://www.vigiliae.org/virus-link-to-5g/chrome_4qyxuqak55/
https://www.vigiliae.org/virus-link-to-5g/chrome_3hwv98jt8j/
https://www.shine.cn/news/nation/1910184043/
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/wuhan-begins-human-trials-new-gilead-coronavirus-vaccine
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https://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2020/129/introduction/made?

fbclid=IwAR1AIbUXGzGk3nk9sKWOy_xCe2CcboFaI1DTTuQ0w8Uo40HLAO3

 

As far as I am concerned this whole thing is

a hoax, another fake pandemic on the way.

The usual players are involved, they claim to

have a vaccine in 2 hours, there is a mock

up of the very same thing just a couple of

months before involving the US CDC and

the Chinese CDC as well as representatives

from all the usual agencies and companies

such as the Gates foundation, it gives 5G

the opportunity to be showcased and seen

as a great asset, it also gets a lockdown at a

time when the public in that area were

protesting against the incinerators that

were causing respiratory problems, what

better way to make use of the situation than

to use it against the people.I also think that

the pulsed waves of 5G have the same

actions as that of the electroporation

method perfected by Dr Weiner, the same

man who has been given the contract to

create the vaccine so it would appear that

5G pulsed waves would enable any

pollutants to penetrate the body more

easily and give the appearance of a viral

infection.
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 Dr. Stefan Lanka, virologist and molecular

biologist, is internationally mostly known as an

“AIDS dissident” (and maybe “gentechnology

dissident”) who has been questioning the very

existence of “HIV” since 1994. In the past years,

however, he stumbled over a breathtaking fact:

Not even ONE of the (medically relevant) viruses

has ever been isolated; there is no proof of their

existence. http://neue-medizin.com/lanka2.htm

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_ow9rdOdNe0
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